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Abstract. We discuss the variability of WR 86 (WC7 (+B0 III)), a known visual binary, conrmed by Hubble
Space Telescope observations (Niemela et al. 1998). Photometric observations show a fairly smooth light curve
with a time scale of 3.5 h and a light amplitude of 0:m01. Because of the spectral classication of the visual
companion (B0 III) it might well be a -Cephei star. From observations taken in 1989, 1990 and 1995 we derive two
photometric frequencies, 6:914 cd−1 and 7:236 cd−1, where only the latter is given in the recent VIIth catalogue
of galactic Wolf-Rayet stars (van der Hucht 2001). Our spectroscopy reveals a slightly variable WR star and
almost certainly a pulsating companion. Comparison with stellar models suggests that WR 86 consists of a 20 M
-Cephei star in combination with a WR star of initial mass 40 M, at Z = 0:04. We derive a distance to WR 86
of 2:1 0:8 kpc.
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1. Introduction
The Wolf-Rayet (WR) star WR 86 (HD 156327) is a well
known visual binary of 0:002 separation, consisting of a
WC7 type WR star together with a B0 III companion
(Lepine et al. 2001). The variability of WR 86 with a time
scale of3 h was discovered by Monderen et al. (1988) and
subsequently attributed to a possible -Cephei companion
to the WR star by van Genderen et al. (1991). However,
the tentative objection against this supposition was due to
the absence of a progressively increasing light amplitude
up into the ultraviolet near 3300 A. A possible explana-
tion is that the WR star substantially contributes to the
UV flux, surpressing the UV light amplitude appreciably.
We present photometric monitoring during nine nights
in 1990, from which we derive new periods, one night in
1989 and one in 1995, which were used together with si-
multaneous spectroscopy to see whether the photometric
variations have any spectroscopic counterpart.
We will describe the observations in Sect. 2, after which
we discuss the photometry in Sect. 3, and the spectroscopy
in Sect. 4. We draw our conclusions in Sect. 5.
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2. Observations and reductions
The 1989 and 1990 photometric observations were
taken with the 90-cm Dutch telescope at the ESO,
La Silla, Chile, equipped with the V BLUW photome-
ter of Walraven during eighteen nights in July 1989 and
nine nights in May and June 1990. An overview of the
Walraven photometric system is given by Lub & Pel
(1977). Integration times were of the order of 2 min for the
variable and 0.5 min for the comparison star HD 158528,
with an aperture of 16:005. This comparison star has been
used before in a study of Cepheids (Moet & Barnes 1984),
and we found no variations. No check stars were observed.
Both components of WR 86 were together in the aper-
ture. Table 1 lists the average photometric parameters
in the V BLUW system (in log intensity scale) as well
as the equivalent parameters of the UBV system V and
B − V (with subscript J , in magnitude scale). The latter
were transformed from V and V − B by formulae of Pel
(1986). Note that these formulae apply only to absorption-
line stars, and that for an emission-line object such as a
WR star systematic dierences can be introduced in the
order of a few tenths of a magnitude. The standard devi-
ations () represent the stellar variability as well as the
instrumental scatter. These photometric averages are in
good agreement with those of van Genderen et al. (1991),
although their results are based only on two (short) nights
of observations.
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Table 1. Photometric parameters of WR 86 in the V BLUW system (in log intensity scale) and the the transformed V and
B − V parameters (UBV system) with subscript J (in magnitudes).
Observer #nights V V −B B − U U −W B − L VJ (B − V )J
epoch #points V V−B B−U U−W B−L
Spijkstra (data set 1989) 18 −0:965 0:342 0:210 0:147 0:153 9:27 0:770
07/07/89 { 31/07/89 110 0:01 0:004 0:005 0:005 0:005
Hollander (data set 1990-I) 3 −0:964 0:341 0:213 0:148 0:155 9:27 0:788
30/05/90 { 01/06/90 79 0:006 0:002 0:004 0:005 0:004
van Ojik (data set (1990-II) 6 −0:965 0:340 0:215 0:148 0:157 9:27 0:766
12/06/90 { 17/06/90 197 0:005 0:002 0:003 0:005 0:004
Veen (data set 1995) 1 9:21
06/04/95 21
Table 2. Photometric parameters of the comparison star
HD 158528 in the V BLUW system (in log intensity scale) and
the the transformed V and B − V parameters (UBV system)
with subscript J (in magnitudes).
V V −B B − U U −W B − L VJ (B − V )J
V V−B B−U U−W B−L
−0:599 0:115 0:378 0:156 0:197 8:38 0:273
0:002 0:002 0:004 0:01 0:003
In Table 2 the average photometric parameters of the
comparison star are listed. HD 158528 was found non-
variable up to the instrumental errors. These parameters
are representative for all observation nights. As can be
seen from the standard deviations, the variations in dif-
ferential magnitudes are due to WR 86.
The 1995 photometric data have been taken, using the
ESO 50-cm telescope with, a single channel photometer.
Sixteen data points have been recorded in about 2 12 hours,
again relative to the comparison star HD 158528, using the
V (ESO#99) lter.
Spectroscopy has been done by Greidanus in 1989, us-
ing the Boller and Chivens spectrograph with the ESO
1.5-m telescope. The spectra have been recorded on a
1024 640 pixel CCD and reduced with MIDAS (version
nov99). Part of the reduction was done by van Dongen
(1993). The exposure time was 2 min during the rst night,
and 30 s the second and third nights. The resolution was
3:65 A/pixel, from  = 4300 A to  = 7300 A. The stabil-
ity of the wavelength calibration has been checked using
atmospheric lines, and it turned out that only the rst
night could be used for radial velocity studies. The other
two nights showed signicant scatter in the atmospheric
lines, and these have only been used for equivalent width
(EW ) determinations.
In 1995 again spectra have been taken during two
nights by one of us (P. M. V.), one night from  =
3785 A to  = 4785 A (ve spectra), and one night from
 = 4715 A to  = 6735 A (sixteen spectra), resulting in
a resolution of 0:49 and 1:03 A/pixel, respectively. The
same telescope conguration was used as in 1989, but
Fig. 1. Light curve for part of the data set 1989. The vertical
scale is in units of log intensity, bright is up. On the right,
an approximate magnitude scale is included. A 2 error bar is
shown on the left.
with a larger CCD detector (20482048 pixels). Exposure
times were 20 min for the rst night, and 10 min for the
second night. The ve spectra in the shorter wavelength
range show many absorption lines from the companion B-
type star, some of which were identied by Niemela et al.
(1998).
Again, the stability of the wavelength calibration was
checked using atmospheric lines. All spectra taken in 1995
are very stable in wavelength calibration up to 0:04 A.
3. Light and color curves
The data set 1989 appeared to be scattered in time, and
the time series were short. This data set was therefore
not suitable for any period analysis. On the other hand,
for two nights out of eighteen, simultaneous spectroscopy
was available, so we have used only these two nights in
combination with the spectroscopy. The dierential light
curve is shown in Fig. 1, and the data values can be found
in Table 3. We can see a rising branch on the left, and a
descending branch on the right. The amplitude amounts
to 0.02 in log intensity scale. In Sect. 4 we will relate
these two characteristics to the spectral behaviour.
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Fig. 2. Light and color curves for the data set 1990-I. The vertical scale is in units of log intensity, bright and blue are up. Note
the scale dierences on the left. On the right of the V gure an approximate magnitude scale is included. For each color a 2
error bar is shown on the right.
The dierential light and color curves for the data set
1990-I are given in Fig. 2, and the data values can be found
in Table 4. Note that the scale diers for the various colors.
For the dierential light curve an approximate magnitude
scale is included, obtained using again the formulae of Pel
(1986). Therefore the reader should be careful in compar-
ing the Walraven light curve with the 1995 data set in
Fig. 5, as systematic errors up to a tenth of a magnitude
might be present.
The light curve is remarkably smooth, almost sinuso¨-
dal, but looking at the third night it is clear that the
amplitude as well as the mean intensity have gone up,
which already suggests that there must be a second pe-
riod. While in the rst night the (V −B) is very noisy,
it is clear in the third night that the star is red when faint
and blue when bright, as expected for a pulsating star.
The second 1990 data set is given in Fig. 3, and the
data values can be found in Table 5. This data set clearly
shows a lot more scatter than 1990-I, but still the ampli-
tude variations (0.01{0.02 in log I) as well as the color
variation are obvious.
We performed a period-analysis using the AOV
(Analysis Of Variance, Schwarzenberg-Czerny 1989) rou-
tine within MIDAS, to check whether a second period is
present. Both data sets contain enough cycles to detect
frequencies reliably, and the results are given in Fig. 4.
Clearly two periods are present, and the spectral window
suggests that these are real. Furthermore, also the one day
aliases can be seen, as well as their sub-harmonics (at fre-
quencies 12f1 and
1
2f2). Both f1 and f2 appear in both
data sets, and every time f1 is the main component. We
have identied these frequencies as:
1990−I: f1 = 6:914 c=d f2 = 7:236 c=d
1990−II: f1 = 6:836 c=d f2 = 7:455 c=d:
And, assuming a phase-error of 0.2 over the whole observ-
ing epoch, we can derive periods and their uncertainty,
where we take the phase error divided by the number of
observed cycles as the uncertainty:
1990−I: P1 = 0:d145 0:d006 P2 = 0:d138 0:d006
1990−II: P1 = 0:d146 0:d003 P2 = 0:d134 0:d003:
Note that the second period is actually the period given
in van der Hucht (2001), as found by van Genderen et al.
(1991). However, our data suggest that this is in fact not
the main period, which is P1.
Finally, the light curve of data set 1995 is shown in
Fig. 5; the data values are in Table 6. This data set
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Fig. 3. Light and color curves for the data set 1990-II. The vertical scale is in units of log intensity, bright and blue are up.
Note the scale dierences on the left. On the right of the V gure an approximate magnitude scale is included. For each color
a 2 error bar is shown on the right.
Fig. 4. AOV-periodogrammes for the two data sets. From top to bottom: Periodogram for data set 1990-I, spectral window for
data set 1990-I, periodogram for data set 1990-II, and the spectral window for data set 1990-II. The two frequencies are labeled
f1 and f2, together with their one day aliases.
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Fig. 5. Light curve for data set 1995, in magnitude scale. A 2
error bar is indicated on the left.
consists of only about half a cycle, so no period anal-
ysis was performed. Note, however, that the amplitude
is of the order of 0:m03, consistent with the variations of
a -Cephei star, see for example Sterken & Jerzykiewicz
(1993). Furthermore, the periods are also consistent with
-Cephei stars. V400 Car (HD 303068) for example, has a
period of 0:d1458 (Engelbrecht 1986), and multi-periodicity
is quite common among these stars too. On the other
hand, WR stars can exhibit variations on a time scale of
hours too (e.g. Veen et al. 2002a,b,c), although most light
curves are far less regular than for example those shown
in Fig. 2.
The angular separation of the two stars of WR 86 is
0:002, and at a distance of 2:86 kpc (van der Hucht 2001)
this means a projected separation of 286 AU. This already
suggests that none of the periods found represents a binary
period, as the stars are much too far apart for such short
periods. It is up to the spectroscopy to decide which of
the stars is variable, the WR star, or the B-type star.
4. Spectroscopy
As the 1989 data set runs from  = 4300 A to  = 7300 A,
the bright emission lines at 4650 A (C iii, iv, 5696 A (C iii)
and 5812 A (C iv) are present. All spectral features used
in this paper are listed in Table 7.
We determined the radial velocity by tting a Gauss-
prole to the lines using the SEARCH/LONG within
MIDAS. As the wavelength calibration was accurate up to
0:35 A, the uncertainty in the velocity is about 20 km s−1,
depending on the wavelength of the line. We further per-
formed an error-analysis by determining the line centroid,
and compared these values by the ones obtained by t-
ting a Gaussian prole. Except for the He ii 6560 line, the
dierences did not exceed 50 km s−1.
Unfortunately only the rst night of the 1989 data
could be used for radial velocity study, while simultaneous
photometry was done only during the second and the third
nights. Figure 6 shows the radial velocity for six observed
emission lines, and the data values are listed in Table 8.
Table 7. Spectral lines for which radial velocities and EW ’s
were determined, with rest wavelengths used. The last two lines
are absorption lines due to the companion star.
ID rest (A)
C iii, iv 4649:6
C iv 5470:8
C iii 5695:9
C iv 5812:0
He ii 6560:1
C iii 6744:4
C iv 7062:4
He i 4025:6
He i 4387:9
The data are quite noisy even here, and therefore no re-
liable period could be found, but we can spot a general
trend with some eort. For example, the C iii, iv line at
4650 A seems to have a maximum at HJD 714.75, and the
data points at HJD 714.67 indicate that there just has
been a maximum. However, if the WR star is pulsating
at the photometric frequency, we would expect another
maximum around HJD 714.6. This is clearly inconsistent
with the observed behaviour, since if we extrapolate the
radial velocity curve sine-wise to the left, we nd a near-
minimum there.
A similar argument applies to the C iii 5696 A line. The
velocity curve suggests that there is a minimum around
HJD 714.71, so we would expect another minimum one
photometric period later, at HJD 714.85. Again, this is
clearly not the case, as we are just past a maximum at
that time. Note that this velocity curve looks a little bit
delayed compared to the rst one.
The C iv 5812 A line shows a similar behaviour as the
previous line, whereas the next line in Fig. 6 shows almost
no variation at all. As for the C iii 6744 A line and the
C iv 7062 A line, a minimum at HJD 714.67 seems to be
followed by a maximum at HJD 714.75, which is also in
no way consistent with the photometric periods.
Although these results are based on data that are
marginally reliable enough to do any radial velocity study
at all, it leads us to a rst clue that the photometric be-
haviour and that of the emission lines, the latter originat-
ing from the WR star, are independent.
We looked at the equivalent widths of the various emis-
sion lines in the second and the third night of the 1989 data
set, in combination with the simultaneous photometry (see
Fig. 1). The equivalent widths were measured using the
command INT/LINE within MIDAS. The errors were es-
timated from the scatter in the closely spaced data points.
See Fig. 7 for the spectra of the second night, and Fig. 8
for the spectra of the third night. The corresponding data
values are listed in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. From
these gures. it is clear that the equivalent width (read:
the line flux compared to the continuum) is anti-correlated
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Fig. 6. Radial velocity for six emission lines in the 1989 data set. 2 error bars are shown on the left.
with respect to the light curve (read: continuum flux). A
maximum of the light curve in Fig. 7 corresponds with a
minimum in the equivalent width of all the observed emis-
sion lines. And as the light curve is descending in Fig. 8,
all the equivalent widths seem to be rising again. Since the
photometric variability is a pure continuum phenomenon,
and since the line flux as well as the continuum flux of
the WR star originates in de WR stellar wind, this is an-
other clue that the photometric variability of WR 86 is
due to its companion. At maximum light the relatively
strong continuum flux originating from the -Cephei star
suppresses the equivalent widths of the emission lines orig-
inating from the WR star.
We will now turn to the spectra of 1995. Two ranges
in wavelength were available: ve blue spectra with some
absorption lines due to the companion, and sixteen red
spectra with the carbon emission lines of the WR star,
and for the latter simultanuous photometry was taken.
Radial velocities and equivalent widths were measured in
the same way as for the 1989 data set.
Figure 9 shows the equivalent widths of the emission
lines together with the photometry, the data values can
be found in Table 11. This time it is dicult to estimate
the errors from local scattering, but since these spectra
are of better quality compared with the 1989 data set,
the errors should be smaller. Again, we see a (local) mini-
mum at maximum light (cf. Fig. 7). However, this time no
obvious anti-correlation seems present, as the equivalent
width goes up at almost the same time as the photome-
try. This may be caused by the smaller separation of the
data points and the higher resolution compared to the
1989 data, resulting in a much more structured velocity
curve, so that we might be seeing the variation of the WR
star superimposed on the variations due to the possible -
Cephei star. Note that the EW of all lines has gone down
since 1989, although the data set is too small to draw any
conclusions about long-term variability.
Looking at the radial velocity for the emission lines, see
Fig. 10 and Table 12, there is no visible correlation with
the photometry. The C iv 5471 A line seems to be vari-
able at a period of 0:d25, which is not inconsistent with
the 1989 data set (cf. Fig. 6). More observations are nec-
essary to see whether these variations are really periodic.
However, line flux and radial velocity do share the same
behaviour. For example, we can see a clear minimum in the
radial velocity (when the wind moves at maximum speed
towards us) corresponding to a maximum in line flux.
Although from this data set it is not at all clear what is
happening, as the behaviour of the velocity and line fluxes
can equally well be explained in terms of WR variability
as in terms of a pulsating companion, we will move on to
the absorption line analysis.
As mentioned in Sect. 2, only ve spectra were taken
during the rst night of 1995, but as these are the only
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Fig. 7. Light curve from data set 1989 (top, see Fig. 1), followed by the equivalent widths for the indicated lines from the
spectra of 1989 (second night). 2 error bars are shown on the left.
ones that show absorption lines due to the companion,
they are of importance. Because when we look at the ra-
dial velocity of two of the absorption lines (in fact the
only two lines identied by Niemela et al. (1998) that are
visible in our spectra), see Fig. 11 and Table 13, their
variability is easy to recognize. Moreover, the range does
not exceed 50 km s−1, which is consistent with the lim-
its given in Sterken & Jerzykiewicz (1993) for -Cephei
stars. And for what it is worth: a period of about 0:d14 is
not in contradiction with these ve points. The absorption
line shapes are relatively more Gaussian, resulting in very
small errors. We can even extrapolate the photometry a
few cycles to match the radial velocity data: there clearly
is a light maximum at HJD 13.84 in Fig. 5, which means
that seven cycles earlier there was a light maximum at
HJD 12.83, which clearly coincides with zero-velocity, and
therefore with a minimum radius. This is just what is to
be expected from a pulsating star.
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Fig. 8. Light curve from data set 1989 (top, see Fig. 1), followed by the equivalent widths for the indicated lines from the
spectra of 1989 (third night). 2 error bars are shown on the right.
The data set might seem a little small for these last
two conclusions, but the important point to note is that
the companion really is pulsating, as such a short time
scale is not compatible with a binary period, as mentioned
before. So, what we have here is a pulsating early B-star,
which makes it a -Cephei candidate at the very least, as it
appears that the radial-velocity curve is closely correlated
with the photometry. More closely spaced observations are
necessary however, to conrm this.
5. Interpretation
Although the evidence is not absolutely conclusive, let
us assume that the companion star of WR 86 is in-
deed a -Cephei star. We can use the stellar models of
Meynet et al. (1994) for metal abundances Z = 0:02 and
Z = 0:04 to make an estimate for the masses of the two
stars. We feel that, although the region of space where
WR 86 is located is not known to be metal-rich, the young
age of both stars justies a higher metallicity.
According to these models, the minimum mass for a
B0 star is about 12 M. If we demand that the star must
be a main sequence star, in any case not younger, this
minimum mass becomes 15 M. As the spectral classi-
cation of the companion varies from B0 V (Smith 1968)
to B0 III (Lepine et al. 2001) this demand seems to be
justied.
The maximum luminosity of a WC star for Z = 0:02
is log L=L  5:8, implying a bolometric magnitude of
Mbol  −9:7. Assuming a bolometric correction for the
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Fig. 9. Light curve in magnitude scale from data set 1995 (top, see Fig. 5), followed by the equivalent width for the indicated
lines. 2 error bars are shown on the left.
Fig. 10. Light curve in magnitude scale from data set 1995 (top, see Fig. 5), followed by the radial velocity for the indicated
lines. 2 error bars are shown on the left.
WC7 star BC = −4:17 (Nugis & Lamers 2000), we nd
an absolute visual magnitude MWCV  −5:6. As the stars
share the same visual magnitude, this also holds for the
companion. Applying the bolometric correction as found
by Flower (1996), the maximum luminosity for the com-
panion amounts to log L=L = 5:3, implying a maximum
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Table 14. Combinations of stars that can give rise to a WC7--Cephei binary. Parameters with subscript  belong to the
-Cepei star. The symbol MV stands for absolute visual magnitude (Johnson system).
Z Mi;WC Mi; Age log LWC=L log L=L log Te; MV;WC MV; d
M M 106 yr kpc
0:02 40 25 4:6 5:3 5:1 4:515 −4:3 −4:8 3:1
0:04 25 15 6:1 5:1 4:5 4:449 −3:9 −3:8 1:7
0:04 40 12 4:4 4:8 4:1 4:428 −2:9 −3:0 1:2
0:04 40 15 4:2 5:0 4:5 4:465 −3:6 −3:6 1:5
0:04 40 20 4:0 5:3 4:8 4:497 −4:3 −4:3 2:1
0:04 60 12 3:6 4:8 4:1 4:430 −3:0 −3:0 1:2
Fig. 11. Radial velocity for two absorption lines of the com-
panion star. 2 error bars are shown on the left.
companion mass of about 30 M. The same analysis for
Z = 0:04 results in a maximum mass of 25 M for the
companion.
Now, looking at the models in this mass range, we can
try to nd times at which the two stars share the same ab-
solute visual magnitude. See Table 14. For Z = 0:02, only
one combination results in approximately the same abso-
lute visual magnitude, but the companion star is much
too hot to be of spectral type B0. Furthermore, according
to Maeder (1991) the luminosity of a Z = 0:02 WC7 star
should be around log L=L = 6:0, while logL=L = 5:3
corresponds to a WC5 star. We can therefore safely rule
out this combination.
As for Z = 0:04, a WC7 star should have a luminos-
ity around log L=L = 5:4, which points away from the
12M -Cephei star combinations. The best option seems
to be a WC7 star with an initial mass of 40 M in combi-
nation with a -Cephei star with an initial mass of 20 M.
In fact, this is the only combination in which the compan-
ion is actually brighter than a main sequence B0 star, as
found by Niemela et al. (1998).
Furthermore, an analysis performed by Koesterke &
Hamann (1995) indicated a luminosity for the WC7 com-
ponent of log L=L = 5:5. The mentioned combination
of masses gives rise to a luminosity that agrees with
their result. Lepine et al. (2001) derive an absolute visual
magnitude of the WR-component of MV = −4:80:2. Of
all mass combinations in Table 14, the mentioned combi-
nation of masses comes closest to their result too.
However, only the 12 M -Cephei stars obey the
period-luminosity relation for -Cephei stars (Sterken &
Jerzykiewicz 1993):
−6:5 log P − 10:8 = Mbol  0:6 (1)
where the period P is given in days. With a period of 0:d145
this yields Mbol = −5:4, or log(L=L) = 4:1  0:2. This
luminosity is clearly too low for the 20 M -Cephei star.
On the other hand, relation (1) is derived by Sterken &
Jerzykiewicz using only stars of spectral type B1 and later,
while the only B0 star in their sample is omitted. This star,
V986 Oph (HD 165174), has a bolometric magnitude of
minus 9.31, while relation (1) predicts Mbol = −7:4. So
both V986 Oph and our B0 component are approximately
2 mag brighter than the period-luminosity relation pre-
dicts, which suggests that this relation may not hold for
stars of such early spectral type. Note, however, that for
the double period (0d:290) the period-luminosity relation
predicts Mbol = −7:3, or log L=L = 4:8, exactly the
luminosity of a 20 M -Cephei star (see Table 14).
So the evolutionary state of the system WR 86 can be
explained in terms of just single-star evolution, indicating
that there need not have been signicant mass transfer
between the components earlier on.
If we adopt the interstellar extinction as given in van
der Hucht (2001), namely Av = 3:16 (Smith 1968 sys-
tem, can be converted to UBV by dividing by 1.11), we
can derive a distance for the system. The apparent vi-
sual magnitude mV = 10:2 (Niemela et al. 1998) together
with the absolute visual magnitudes in Table 14 and the
interstellar extinction lead to the distances given in the
last column Table 14. The distance of the preferred com-
bination (2.1 kpc) is a little shorter than d = 2:86 kpc as
given in van der Hucht (2001). The estimated error in the
luminosities is about 0.2, which means an error of 0.5 in
absolute magnitude. Adding an uncertainty in AV of 0.2,
we arrive at an uncertainty in the distance of 0.8 kpc.
6. Conclusion
We have found evidence that WR 86 consists of a
WC7 star with a -Cephei companion. There are two
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photometric periods present, namely P1 = 0:d146 and
P2 = 0:d136, with almost equal amplitudes. The spec-
troscopy indicates that the WR component is also vari-
able, but the photometric behaviour is dominated by the
-Cephei star.
This binary system can be explained in terms of the
single star evolution at Z = 0:04. The stellar models sug-
gest that the initial mass of the WC7 component was
40 M, while its present mass is about 12 M. The -
Cephei star had an initial mass of 20 M, of which 19 M
remains today. The luminosity of the WC7 component
(see Table 14) agrees with the value found by Koesterke
& Hamann (1995). We derive a distance to WR 86 of
2:1 0:8 kpc.
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